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T

he following note, initialled by Anna Pigeon, appeared in the fifth
volume of the Alpine Journal (1870-1872):
SESlA JOCH - It may interest your readers to hear that the Sesia
Joch was crossed on August 12, 1869, from Zermatt to Alagna.
This is the first time that the passage has been made from the Swiss
side, as it had been considered by Mr. George to be impossible
('Western Alps', p. 334). We were greatly favoured by weather;
and it was doubtless owing to the intense cold that we were free
from falling stones. We started from Riffel at 3 A.M., and slept at
the chalets of Vigne, in the Val Sesia. Two ladies were of the party.
Guide, Jean Martin de Vissoie (guide a Sierre).1
A.P.

With this short note, a mountaineering'controversy' began that would drag
on for nearly two years within the Club.
The news of the traverse immediately provoked great surprise in
mountaineering circles, not only in Britain. Considering that the female
traverse had been made by mistake - Anna and Ellen Pigeon, with their
guide Jean Martin and a porter, intended to cross the straightforward
Lysjoch to descend to Gressoney - and, what is more, in only 17 hrs and
45 min, it is easy to understand the great astonishment and incredulity that
spread among male mountaineers. Many of the Alpine Club's more
authoritative members remained sceptical about the traverse and carried
on asserting that the women and their guide had in fact crossed nothing
but the Lysjoch, as they had originally planned.
Chief among the sceptics was Adolphus W Moore, who considered the
descent on the Valsesian face impossible, or at least very difficult, because
of its steep angle and the usual threat of stonefall. On 11 July 1862, with
Hereford B George, Moore had made the first crossing of the col towards
the Valais, accompanied by the guides Christian Almer Sr. of Grindelwald
and Matthaeus zum Taugwald of Zermatt; he had then followed in his
own footsteps, crossing the col in the same direction with Horace Walker
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45. The Sesiajoch between Signallruppe (right) and Parrotspitze (left).
(Giovanni Battista and Giuseppe Fortunato Gugliermina) (p163)

46. Letter from Ellen Pigeon to the theologian Giuseppe Farinetti,
dated January 1871. (Riccardo Cerri) (p 163)
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on 4 July 1865, assisted on this occasion by Jakob Anderegg of Meiringen
and an occasional porter from Interlaken. 2
A third passage, again from the southern side, was made by the then
nineteen-year-old William A B Coolidge, accompanied by Almer himself
and Anton Ritz of Blitzingen, on 24 July 1869, only a few days before the
disputed southward crossing by the Pigeon sisters. 3
We know now that the Pigeon sisters, after failing to get conclusive
evidence about their exploit, finally had to rely on the detailed knowledge
of places and mountaineering experience of distinguished theologian
Giuseppe Farinetti, who had accompanied Giovanni Gnifetti to the top of
Signalkuppe on 9 August 1842; after the death of the Alagna parish priest
in 1867, he had become in fact the 'old sage' of mountaineering on the
Italian side of Monte Rosa.
The correspondence that the sisters exchanged with Farinetti has emerged,
among much other new material mainly about Victorian female mountaineers, most of them connected with members of the Alpine Club, while
carrying out research for the book The Queen ofthe Alps on nineteenth century
British tourism and mountaineering in Valsesia. 4 This includes original
biographical data on the author of a key book for British travel in the Alps,
A lady's tour round Monte Rosa (1859), previously known only as the wife of
judge Henry Warwick Cole.
The correspondence between the Pigeon sisters and Farinetti consists of
only a few letters from early 1872, but they highlight that the day following
their safe arrival at Alagna the two alpinists had been approached by the
theologian, after he gathered directly from Jean Martin's lips the first account
of their traverse. But let these interesting documents speak for themselves. 5
Clapham Common
London
Jan,Y -pt-1872
Dear Sir
You will no doubt remember meeting my sister and myself at Alagna on
the 14th of August 1869. You were kind enough to interestyourself in the
passage we had made on the 12thfrom the Riffel to Alagna and you wrote
an interesting account of it in the Monte Rosa Gazzetta which our guide
Jean Martin, sent us to read. You, and the members of the Italian Alpine
Club whom Martin met at Riva on the 13th of August, considered that we
had descended by the Sesia Joch and we thought so too after reading the
account published by Messrs. George and Moore of their ascent.
Am I correct in saying that you translated their account into Italian for
the Turin Alpine Journal?
A discussion is now taking place about our Pass. The guide Christian
Almer and a gentleman who ascended with him the Sesia Joch in July
1869 (three weeks before our descent) both declare that "the descent of this
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Pass is an impossible feat for anyone" and they maintain that we must
have made another passage between the Sesia Joch and the Lysjoch.
We wish very much to know your opinion upon the matter. Whether
you still believe that we took the Sesiajoch or whether you think there is
any other passage we could have taken. If we did not descend the Sesia
Joch but descended by another route, has that route been taken by anyone
before us or since that day?
We feel that you know the locality so thoroughly and are so interested in
it that you will excuse our troubling you.
Mr. Moore who made the ascent of the Sesia Joch twice (in 1862 and
1865) has met our guide Jean Martin since our expedition. Mr. Moore
believes that we accomplished its descent.
You can readily understand that we should like to have this question
settled. We should esteem it a greatfavour if you would kindly write and
tell us your opinion, as we should value it very much.
At some future time I hope we may have the pleasure of meeting you
again and talking over our disputed Pass! May I ask you to write us as
early an answer as you can, as our expedition is likely to be discussed this
month by some members of the English Alpine Club.
I enclose my address.
With kind wishes for the New Year from my sister and myself.
Believe me, dear Sir
yours faithfully
Ellen Pigeon

Turin

January 1872

Dear Miss,
As I do not know your language well enough to write it, you will pardon
me using French instead to answer your very kind letter of the 1st of the
{urrent month. I will start by saying that it is absolutely right I have
rtranslated into Italian the account of the first passage of the Sesia-Joch,
I published by Mess. rs George and Moore. This account has been printed in
an issue of our Italian [Alpine] Club [journal]. I peifectly remember all
; circumstances mentioned in your letter: on the 13th, or 14th of 4ugust
1869, while I wasgoing to the Monte Rosa Hotel at Alagna, my birthplace,
and where I spend my holidays every year, I noticed a man, sitting on a
bench in the shade behind the dwelling, whoseface was swollen and burnt
by the sun, his lips were chapped, his eyes inflamed, in one word the look
of that man showed afatigue, an extreme pain: he was Jean Martin from
Anniviers, your guide. I engaged him in conversation, and he told me in
full details the mountaineering trip he had just effected with two young
English women. From the description of places he had passed through,
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and the chalets where he arrived at in darkness, I soon realized he had
made the tremendous rocks of the Parrot Spitze, that is the Sesia-Joch,
descending with the two young ladies. As I peifectly know the places and
the enormous difficulties this pass presents, I could not entirely tlUSt the
account of that man; this is why I asked him thefavour of being introduced
to talk to yourselves: thus you immediately received me with the best
kindness, and during our long conversation you repeated and confirmed
all that I had already learnt by your guide. From that very moment there
was no room for doubt anymore, and at last I bowed to the facts. The
incredulity of the guide Christian Almer and the Gentleman he was
accompanying does not surprise me; I would have refused myself to believe
thepossibility of descending the Sesia-Joch towards the Valsesia, if I had
not been forced by the evidence of the facts gathered on the spot itself. The
fact you arrived in the evening of the 12th at the chalets called Le Vigne is
of great importance, and this has been confirmed to me by the shepherd of
the chalets, an old acquaintance of mine, who lodged you at nightfall in
his humble hut. If you had accomplished your descent crossing a point
different from the Sesia-Joch you would have found yourselves near the
chalets of Bors. or near those of Glen. less than ever near the chalets of
Vigne: thisfact is so indisputable to whoever knows the place, that there is
no possible doubt.
TherefOre, it is entirely proved that on the 12th of August 1869 you really
made the passage of the Sesia-Joch from Riffel to Alagna, through the
feaiful precipices of the Parrot Spitze, however incredible it would seem,
because it has been accomplished by two young ladies accompanied by a
single guide and a porter. The portion of Mont Roseforming the head of
the valley of Alagna is a mass of rocks, couloirs, andglaciers, so rough and
steep that with the exception of the spot called Sesia-Joch, there is no other
place which can be crossed. I can declare with full and thorough knowledge
that nobody before the 12th of August 1869 had tried anotherpassage but
the Sesia-Joch between the Signal Kuppe and the eastern side of the Vincent
Pyramide, nobody has tried it since then, and most likely no otherpoint to
cross will be found except for it along that tract, as this is impossible.
Impossible! It might be a hazardous expression after two ladies descended
the Sesia-Joch, and it is very probable the word impossible will be doomed
to disappearfrom the dictionary of the tourist in the Alpes. The writing
containing the account ofyourpassage of the Sesia-Joch, as I heard itfrom
you in person, has been printed in the 'Monte Rosa' magazine, and then
in the jounal of our Italian Club; it has been reproduced by many other
newspapers and periodicals, and I have personally seen a German
translation in the Jahrbuch 1870 of the Swiss Alpine Club.
In the meantime, Miss, let me thank you for retaining such a kind
memory of myself; I will be delighted to meetyou again, in case you come
once more to our Italian valleys, and especially to that of Alagna;please be
so kind as to give my most respectful regards to your sister and

47. Pen and ink drawing by Giovanni Battista Gugliermina of Monte Rosa
from the Fallerhorn. (From apholograph by Vittorio Sella, 1894.) (p163)

48. The Signa1kuppe from Lysjoch plateau, 1892.

(Vittorio Sella) (P163)
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Believe me, dear Miss
yours faithfully
Abbe Joseph Farinetti
member ofthe Italian Alpine Club

Clapham Common; London
Feb -16 -1872
Dear Sir
Your kind lettergave us much pleasure, and wefeel much indebted to you
for giving such valuable details which were so conclusive in proving that
we really descended the Sesia Joch. Though we ourselves were quite sure of
thefact, both from what we heardfrom you at Alagna and have since read
on the subject, we could not expect those who maintain the contrary to be
convinced on our testimony only. Since we wrote to you, we have heard
that Christian Almer and the gentleman he accompanied, assert that we
must have made a Pass between the Ludwig's Hohe and the Parrot Spitze.
As that passage has not even been ascended as yet, it is much less likely
that we could have descended it. Besides we know we were not on that side
of the Parrot Spitze at all, and your opportune mention of the Chalets we
should have arrived at, proves our case admirably.
We cannot thank you sufficiently for the kind interest which prompted
you to send a sketch, 7 and to write us that important testimony, so valuable
from yr. peifect knowledge of the localities andfrom your meeting ourguide
so soon after we had made the Pass.
We forwarded your letter to Mr. Moore and to others interested in the
discussion, for their perusal. Mr. Moore, on returning your letter, writes
"The Abbe's observation about the Alp of Vigne being only attainable
from the Sesia Joch, any other imaginable pass leading to that of Bors or
Olen, is exactly what occurred to me before, but I did not like to use it as an
argument, having no confidence that my recollection of the lie of the Alps
at the head of the Val Sesia was correct. But coming from a man like the
Abbe, with minute local knowledge, it is most conclusive."
Mr. Hall writes: "I think we are much indebted to the Abbe. What an
interesting letter he has written. There is something graphic yet simple in
his account of the circumstances which occurred at Alagna."
We have lately had the opportunity of meeting at dinner Mr. Moore
who is, this year, the Honorary Secretary of the English Alpine Club. We
naturally talked much of the Sesia Joch and he hopes this year to make the
descent to Vigne himself, on his way to Macugnaga. He thinks it is
preposterous to doubt our descent. Mr. Moore says that many descriptions
of mountain excursions are vague and indistinct, but that when he read
your Italian account of our descent, it peifectly recalled to his mind his
own ascent and the individual characteristics of the Sesia Joch.
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We are now beginning to talk of our summer excursions which we hope to
begin early in July. One of ourprojects is to cross the Lysjoch and the Colle
delle Pisce to Alagna and on our way we hope to reconnoitre the summit of
the Sesia and to ascend the Parrot Spitze.
You may remember that my sister was suffering with herfoot atAlagna.
Itproved to be afrostbite and not inflammation only as wasfirst supposed.
It detained her a week longer at Gressoney St Jean during which time I
revisited Cogne and enjoyed the splendid panorama from the summit of
the Grivola. On my return she was sufficiently recovered to continue our
explorations, among which was the littlefrequented but very beautijiJ.I Col
Durandfrom Zermatt to Zinal.
With kind compliments from my sister and myself and again thanking
your letter and your kindness.
Believe me, dear Sir
yours truly
Ellen Pigeon

Only after the Pigeon sisters provided the Club with Farinetti's reply was
the issue happily resolved, and in May 1872 in the Journal appeared 'The
passage of the Sesia Joch from Zermatt to Alagna by English ladies'. The
article was an exhaustive summary of the whole controversy, also containing
the translation of most of the detailed account written by Farinetti himself
for the local weekly magazine - mention about it is given in the fIrst of
Ellen Pigeon's letters - to which the two alpinists added further details. 8
During the summer of the same 1872 the Misses Pigeon again passed
through Alagna and met Giuseppe Farinetti. In a following letter, dated
21 March 1873, Ellen Pigeon described to him that mountaineering season,
emphasising that still there were aftermaths of their Sesiajoch traverse:
In the Oberland district we met the American mountaineer Miss Brevoort
and her nephew Mr. Coolidge accompanied by their wonderful dog
'Tschingel' who is also afamous mountaineer. Perhaps you heard of their
ascending the Matterhorn and then descending it on the Italian side. The
dog however was not allowed to go on that expedition. Christian Almer
travels with them, he now retracts his denial of our Sesia descent!

This seems to be, as far as we know, the last written contact between them.
Briefly to complete the story, it should be noted that the Pigeon sisters,
Anna (1833-1917) and Ellen (1836-1902) of Clapham Common were firstclass climbers. In the short space of nine years, starting from that 1869
season, they made in the Alps some 63 signifIcant ascents and crossed over
seventy of the most important passes, always climbing as a pair. These
exploits were rather coldly but meticulously listed by altitude in their booklet
Peaks, andpasses. Sketches of tours 1869-1876, published in 1885. 9
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For some time after the Sesiajoch traverse, the two sisters took the
opportunity of distinguishing themselves for mountaineering skill in the
Monte Rosa group.
On 14 August 1872, ten years after the first crossing by John A Hudson
and William E Hall, they completed the traverse of the Colle delle Loccie
from Macugnaga to Alagna. Afterwards they also made the first female
traverse of the Matterhorn from Breuil to Zermatt (1873).
In the 1880s the two sisters were still active climbers. Moreover, in 1910
Anna was elected Vice-President of Ladies' Alpine Club.
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